Prognostic value of serial serum cholinesterase activities in organophosphate poisoned patients.
Organophosphate (OP) poisoning is a worldwide concern. Several factors have been identified to predict outcomes of OP poisoned patients. This study focuses on the relationship between the trend in Serum cholinesterase (SChE) activity and its clinical outcome in acute OP poisoned patients. We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of all adult acute OP poisoned patients that visited the Emergency Department from 2000 to 2006. These patients were divided into two groups: the deceased patients as the sample group and all others as the control group. We collected data on the following: demographical factors, poisoning history, clinical manifestation, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), APACHE II score, all SChE data within 48 hours, hourly 2-PAM dosage, intubation, and mortality. Chi-Square test then examined the relationship between the trend of SChE activity and mortality. 86 patients were enrolled. Follow-up measurements of SChE activity within 48 hours of poisoning were available in 50 cases. Among these, eight patients died. We found no significant difference between the sample and control groups on initial SChE activity, time interval to initial SChE data, and hourly 2-PAM dosage. The sampled group possessed a worse GCS score, lower systolic blood pressure, and a higher APACH II score. Increase patient mortality rates associated with the absence of elevating SChE activity within 48 hours of poisoning. (P = .006, odds ratio:11). We propose that the absence of elevating SChE activity level within 48 hours of poisoning appears to associate with higher mortality in acute OP poisoned patients.